
DSST Byers Science and Tech Parents Board Meeting 
February 16, 2018 

8:15am 
 

Attendees:  Michel Brossmer, Randy Burges, Jessica Franks, Claudia Rolle, Liesl Roesch, Steven Gilbertson, 

Monica Dupen, Marcelle Wall,  Sian Adams, Dana Kay, Beth Ferguson, Abir Alkabbani 

 

Introductions were made 

Sian Adams was introduced as the new STP Secretary 

Parent Forums 

Parent forums were discussed and the group discussed the possible need to change the name of the event in 

order to differentiate STP forums from principal forum. STP wants to emphasize the educational and supportive 

function of its forums.  Liesl will send some ideas for naming, and Michelle and Monica will discuss with Brad 

White. 

Founding Class Support 

Claudia said that Raina Freeman would like to do something for the founding class and wants to know if STP 

would support this.  This would likely be tickets for a new art exhibit due to open in Denver. The STP will discuss 

funding with Brad and Jessica Michaels.   

Incoming Family Support 

Marcelle discussed the need for support for incoming students and families.  A Buddy System is proposed to 

mentor new students and families.  A document is ready to solicit families to help with the program. STP needs 

someone who will coordinate the program.  The group discussed a need for buddy mentor training. Liesl will put 

any training developed on the website Liesl.  Randy will help. 

High School Clubs 

Marcelle discussed the need to develop a speech and debate club for high school.  Monica has a couple of 

parent volunteers.  Michel said there is also a need for a parent volunteer to coordinate high school clubs.  The 

STP believes a strong club roster would be good marketing for the high school. The need for language and 

culture clubs was also discussed. The STP will discuss with Jessica Michaels to determine what types of clubs 

would be most beneficial for college applications. Michel will meet with Jessica.  

Fundraising for 2018/2019 

Fundraising for the 2018/19 school year was discussed. Michelle discussed fundraising opportunities including 

GroupRaise for restaurants nights.  The STP would like to do restaurant nights to raise funds, possibly every 

other month.  The group was updated about DartMania.  The space is too small to accommodate the whole 

school so the STP proposed holding events by grade.  The STP would get 50% of proceeds so it would be good to 



include DartMania as a fundraising event.  The STP proposed holding the events after IAs or on days DSST is 

closed.  Dana will reach out to Dart Mania.     

Dana discussed the Spirit Fund. Funds from FOF are partially earmarked for spirit and clubs.  Byers Bash will be a 

fund raiser for FOF. STP is funding the trophy case. DPS is in charge of installation. There is no date yet for 

installation. 

FOF will be moved to November to allow funds to be available to the start of the new school year.  

Budget 

Michel discussed the budget.  STP is making a traffic video to help with the traffic situation.  Monica found a 

company that will make the video. Traffic will be a multi-year budget item. The STP voted to keep the budget for 

traffic with the STP for the time being, until such a time that the school can take this on.  

Traffic Control Project 

Steven discussed the traffic problem and the video.  The STP goals for traffic include survey (complete), educate 

(via the video), and commitment to safety (via pledge). The STP discussed several additional ideas including 

using student ambassadors to move traffic (possibly as part of service club), parking at the Bahai center, use of 

the interactive map for carpooling, creating an email for car pool sharing and allowing students to arrive earlier 

and leave later to allow for staggered drop off/pick up. The STP will contact the Bahai center and discuss with 

the school. 

Parent Forums 

Marcelle discussed last night’s parent forum (2/15/18).  Feedback was that the college night and the forum on 

the same night is too much.  Parents also want more forums. The STP approved funding for snacks and water at 

these events. Claudia is working on The Unplugged Child which was very popular last year. The STP wants to 

repeat the anxiety workshop a month from now.  Marcelle said that the speaker last night was free, and we 

would like to have her back.  STP approved funding a gift card for her. The need for Spanish interpretation was 

discussed.  

Marcelle updated the STP on the Summer Shindig family event which will be held May 4th with a rain date of 

May 11th .   

STP Org Chart 

Monica discussed the new org chart for STP.   

Student Clubs 

The need for Arabic translation was discussed. Abir will volunteer. Abir also discussed the need for Arabic and 

French clubs.  STP agreed to put this on the list for the club coordinator to look at. A parent liaison would be 

needed. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:50 

Next meeting march 16th at 8:15 



Minutes prepared by Sian Adams 


